
Color change
customization

“That generic motorcycle ad and 
that standard price match program 
really caught my attention.”
-Said absolutely no one ever

Dealership
Differentiator

Color change wrap customization 
is a great solution to overcome 
business challenges so you can 
avoid the “All dealers are the 
same” problem.  

Buyers choose dealers that stand out 
more favorably, advantageously, and 
more appealingly than other dealerships.

Infinite Wraps is your business partner for 
color change wraps for motorcycles and 
powersport vehicles. Color change wraps 
will give you distinction to set you apart 
from other dealers and the competitive 
edge you need to increase sales.

Vinyl wrap customization is a 
compelling advantage your dealer-
ship can leverage to gain more 
market share, attract and retain 
clients, and increase revenue.

Competitive edge

INFINITE WRAPS
The Infinite Wraps (IW) Dealership Differentiator program is an invitation-only partnership 
designated for motorcycle and powersport dealerships that are well established and have a 
4- or 5-star rating. The program is strategically designed to maintain a competitive edge for 
participants. We invite you to partner with Infinite Wraps to enhance your service offerings 
with quick-turn, top-notch color change wraps. 

Only one dealership will be allotted exclusivity to IW color change 
wraps for their chosen category for the duration of one season. 
Available categories include motorcycles, utility vehicles, ATVs, 
three-wheeled motor vehicles, and scooters. Slots go quickly.

Call 770-833-4954 or email infinitewrapsga@yahoo.com to learn 
more and secure your partnership today!

Visit www.infinitewrapsga.com to check out our photo gallery.

Motorcycle & Powersport Color Change Wraps
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Offer your clients a unique and distinctive experience 
beyond that of your competitor by partnering with Infinite 
Wraps. Dealers who invest in a marketing differentiator 
are much more successful than those without one. In 
fact, providing the IW Dealership Differentiator can be the 
determining factor that influences a buyer’s decision to 
make a purchase!

Infinite Wraps’ Dealership Differentiator program offers a 
memorable customer experience, fueling instant aware-
ness for your dealership, products, and services while 
distinguishing you as the dealer of choice.

A faster, easier and 
more cost-effective 
color change option 
for clients.

An offer they can't refuse
Vinyl wrap customization is a natural addition to 
your product and service offerings. Clients want to 
make their vehicles unique and stand out from the 
same make and model and any other motorcycle 
while cruising. While matte black is a trending 
color/finish combo, Infinite Wraps is not limited by 
any one color, be it solid, an allover pattern like 
camouflage, or even a textured finish.

Professionally applied 
wraps by IW are 
removable and won’t 
damage factory paint

We offer a quick three business 
day turn-around so that you can 
provide buyers with fast color 
change services that factory 
customization or a custom 
repaint can’t provide.

There is a tremendous variety 
of vinyl color and finish options 
for consumers.

Quick-turn
Customization

Make Infinite Wraps Your 
Dealership Differentiator

Color Change, Changes Things
A whole new look. On a whole new level.
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Stand out
in a crowded market
There’s no better way to increase brand visibility than by 
associating your dealership with an expert specialized in 
color change wraps for motorcycle and powersport vehi-
cles. A partnership with Infinite Wraps is a unique way to 
elevate your product and service offerings.

Color Change Wraps
It’s personal, 

Clients want to 
be unique

How it works
color change wraps

Color change customization 
creates versatility and a 
memorable customer experi-
ence fueling instant aware-
ness for your dealership, 
products, and services while 
distinguishing you as the 
dealership of choice.

Elevated customer 
experience Vinyl wraps allow clients to change the 

color of their motorcycle or powersport 
vehicle to create a custom look that’s 
unique to their style. Unlike repainting, a 
wrap can be applied in days and be 
removed if the client desires to go back to 
its original appearance or make a design 
change with another custom wrap.

A color change wrap is the durable, stylish, 
personalized customization option to offer 
your clients. Select from an assortment of 
colors and finishes designed to produce 
head-turning results for any motorcycle or 
powersport vehicle.
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We take pride in providing phenomenal results. Our craftsman-
ship and attention to detail create a finished look that’s equivalent 

if not superior to that of a custom repaint. Bold, eye-catching 
displays stand out and are essential to promote your dealership 
differentiator, and the flawless results clients can expect from a 

color change wrap applied by IW.

• Quick-turn color change vinyl wrap customization
• Educational tools to educate your sales team and   
  clients about color change wraps
• Complimentary swatch book allowing clients to 
  see and feel vinyl films
• Pick-up and delivery services on us so you can 
  focus on your business.
• Discount prices to charge clients for your
  dealerships concierge services
• Dealer exclusivity with IW on select vehicle 
  categories

Product promotion
drive sales

You are committing to:
Purchase a color change wrap to be 
applied by Infinite Wraps and 
displayed in your showroom.

Display the wrapped motorcycle or 
powersport vehicle in a high-profile, 
high-visibility location with an IW 
pull-up banner.

Allow placement for an embossed IW 
logo along with your logo on each 
color change wrap installed by Infinite 
Wraps for your clients as well for your 
showroom wrap.

When you win. We win.
Let's achieve more together

We will provide 
you with:

Sign up today!
Call 770-833-4954

BONUS: Vinyl wraps 
protect factory paint, 
giving you maximum 
resell value from a 
trade-in.

Great partnerships stimulate growth 
and prosperity, improve quality, and 
create competitive advantages for 
all partners. We look forward to your 
participation in the Infinite Wraps 
Dealership Differentiator program!
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